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Foreword

Some make do with a laptop and a kitchen table, taking care not to spill 
tea on their keyboards. Others prop open garage doors to vent hazardous 
chemicals while applying a coat of shellac. And there are those fortunate 
enough to have a studio of their own in which to create, even though it may 
be unheated.

The creative process will not be denied due to a lack of proper space but it 
may be shaped by those physical constraints. Likewise an artist may remake 
their workspace in their own image. The artists participating in ‘Workplace 
Affairs’ demonstrate their own particular relationships to space and work, 
with a range of practices that cross disciplines and a variety of spaces where 
work gets done.

‘Workplace Affairs’ is an exploration of the relationship of space to the 
creative process, examining the artefacts of production and documenting 
the workspaces that enabled their creation. 

Curated and photographed by LeuWebb Projects, the exhibition forms part 
of the Toronto Design Offsite Festival and documents the workplaces of 
artists and offers up artefacts from these spaces for display.

Featuring the work and workplaces of Melissa Fisher, Patrick Svilans, Joy 
Charbonneau, Lizz Aston, Patrick Yeung, Clayton McMaster and Jyhling 
Lee.

Christine Leu & Alan Webb

leuwebb.ca



Lizz Aston 

Lizz Aston is a fibre-based artist, currently living and working in Toronto. 
She is interested in bridging gaps between traditional textile practice and 
contemporary art and design. Focusing on themes surrounding knot-work 
and interlacement, her work encompasses both sculpture and installation.

Aston holds an Advanced Diploma from the Sheridan Institute of 
Technology – Crafts and Design, Textiles program and has recently 
completed a three-year Artist-in-Residence program in the Textile Studio at 
Toronto’s Harbourfront Centre.  She is the recipient of numerous Ontario 
Crafts Council awards and is represented by Telephone Booth Gallery in 
Toronto.



You live in the same place as you work.  Is that a good or bad thing?

This past June, I recently completed a three year artist residency in the 
Textile Studio at Harbourfront Centre. At the time I had been living in a 
beautiful century home apartment in Parkdale and loved it. 

As the end of my residency drew closer, I knew that I would have to find a 
space immediately after, or risk falling out of practice. 

When I first moved to my live/work studio loft, I was initially weary of 
the fact that I might have a difficult time disassociating my home life from 
my work life and was also concerned that it would be a very isolating 
experience. 

While I didn’t have the opportunity to get out much during that time, I 
realized how valuable the space was to me as it facilitated working in a way 
that my apartment never could have.

Working from home definitely has its challenges, however, I think I’ve 
found a perfect balance in this space as it has enabled me in ways where 
other studio spaces have fallen short.





How has your live/work space influenced how you work?

Making the transition from a shared studio to my own live/work situation 
has definitely given me the space and the freedom to work larger. I found 
negotiating a shared studio space difficult at times. Each of the people you 
work with have a different set of needs whether it be production printing, 
sewing or dying, so a lot of the times your work is negotiated depending on 
the needs of the people working beside you.

Working from home has made it more feasible for me to continue working 
on large scale, pattern-based installation work.  The first piece of studio 
equipment I sought out when I moved in here was an industrial print 
table. It is the most important part of my studio, and is currently set up to 
be 12’ x 6’ but can be made larger. Also having large, blank white walls, 
high ceilings and a lot of natural light has been really important to the 
development of my work as well.

I no longer have to face the dilemma of how to pack up fragile or awkward 
or large scale work, find a place to store it overnight or take it home on the 
TTC, and that has been one of the most freeing aspects of living with my 
studio.                                     

lizzaston.com



Joy Charbonneau 

Toronto artist and architect Joy Charbonneau was born and raised in 
Southern Ontario. Charbonneau received her Master of Architecture degree 
from the University of Toronto and was a recipient of the Howarth-Wright 
Graduate Fellowship and the Alpha Rho Chi Medal. 

She has exhibited her work in Toronto galleries such as the Design 
Exchange, Harbourfront Centre, The Department, Bulthaup, the Gladstone 
Hotel, and the Larry Wayne Richards Gallery. Her work has been featured 
in publications such as Wallpaper and Azure. 



Your home has been in a state of renovation for several years. How has 
that affected your ability to work on your projects?

It hasn’t hindered me. When I work on my laptop I can be anywhere. When 
I need production space I go to my husband’s woodshop, or take over a 
room in the house for a short period of time. My home office/studio space 
is nearly ready to be moved into now, so that will be a nice change.  

Your work begins in the digital realm at home before transitioning from 
this domestic sphere to collaborations with tradespersons/fabricators. 
Does this division of labour affect your work? Would you work 
differently if you were able to make everything in-house?

For my art projects, I have outsourced fabrication of laser cutting, vinyl 
cutting, large format printing, letter press printing, framing, sheet metal 
work, powder coating, wood working, metal sand casting, glass bead 
blasting, and glass blowing. I have also been involved hands-on during 
fabrication of my art projects; I have operated the laser cutter, ground, filed, 
sanded, drilled, welded, painted, glued, cured concrete, sewed, wired, and 
assembled. 





I enjoy employing new methods and materials in my work, and I gain 
knowledge from working with these diverse tradespersons/fabricators, 
which informs ideas and decisions for other projects. 

Obviously, it is inconceivable to own all these tools and machines under one 
roof – I enjoy this method of learning and making relationships with people. 
I wouldn’t be able to accomplish my work without a division of labour 
for the same reason – the methods and materials are diverse and make it 
necessary to work with other people to accomplish the things I’m after.

joycharbonneau.com



Melissa Fisher

Melissa’s sculpture and installation practice uses basic shapes, geometries 
and colour to abstract personal ‘realities’ into formulaic visuals. Interested 
in current states of reality and the psychological relationship we have with 
ourselves, our surroundings, objects and other people, an accumulation of 
found, cheap, and leftover materials are used in the creation of her work. 

She received her BFA from OCAD University in 2008 and completed a 
residency at the Gibraltar Point Centre for the Arts in 2012 where she now 
has a long-term studio space.  Her site-specific installations have been 
featured in window galleries throughout Toronto as well as exhibited at 
Sur la Montagne in Berlin, Germany and Souvenir Gallery in Victoria, BC. 



Your workspace on Toronto Island is secluded from the city and part of 
a small, close-knit artist community.  What effect has this had on your 
creative process?  

Having a studio at the Gibraltar Point Centre for the Arts is such a unique 
situation due to the residency program’s constant turnover of participants 
from a multitude of creative spheres. Interesting things can occur when you 
happen to find yourself on an island with a bunch of strangers-at-first; it’s 
an intimate place. 

Since my connection with the space started I have had the opportunity to 
live and work among so many amazing and talented people. Aimee Dawn 
Robinson, a dancer and visual artist brought performative aspects into my 
installations wherein we started experimenting with how movement and 
bodies can physically activate the static forms I create. 

I also have had the pleasure of forging a friendship with filmmaker and 
visual artist Chris Boni, who was filming his first feature Dis-caract during 
my residency. He asked me to collaborate on a set for the first scene which 
was shot in one of the large communal rooms at the Centre. 





What has this ‘oasis’ archetype meant to your way of working?  

The inspiration for my installations stems from personal experiences, 
observations and contemplation. I generally use the space and time spent on 
each piece concentrating on a particular moment or feeling, reflecting on the 
mental (and sometimes physical) realm I find myself in. 

There are times when the peacefulness of the island really propels me 
to intensely focus, and it can also have the mirrored effect, wherein I 
get aimlessly lost in the seclusion from the hustle and bustle of the city. 
However, I do find venturing out here to my studio quite romantic; majestic 
boat rides met with a plethora of nature walks (when I need a break) are 
very special treats that I hold dear to my heart. 

My workspace was originally the school’s office, with a separate room 
where the principal worked that I use to do installations. I had enough 
room in the main space to set up my loom which has spent most of its life 
with me in storage. I couldn’t imagine a more picturesque / serene place to 
be working. 

melissa-fisher.com



Clayton McMaster

Clayton was born on a military base in Germany into a transient lifestyle 
changing every four years. The homes were temporary, the furniture was 
never theirs. Early on, he became interested in architecture and later became 
a furniture maker:

“My interest in this material is broad and I try not to limit myself to 
one aesthetic or approach. I call myself a cabinetmaker; traditionally a 
cabinetmaker was a designer, artist, and craftsman. That is the history of 
this craft/trade before there was the separation of designer/maker. I have 
been practicing my craft for 15 years learning from many talented people 
along the way.

Woodworking is a journey for me and I never tire of this material and its 
rich potential and history.”



Jyhling Lee

Jyhling’s multidisciplinary practice, figureground studio, is engaged 
with architectural, public art, and design projects for the civic realm. The 
studio is focused on enhancing the socially enabling qualities of the built 
environment, as well as the integration of contemporary design influences 
between the creative arts, design and architecture. Her working process 
often brings together special collaborators. 

Recent projects of her studio include major public art commissions 
throughout Saskatchewan and Ontario. Many of the works have been 
recognized through awards and publication regionally and nationally. As 
an architectural writer, Jyhling has reviewed the Canadian Venice Biennale 
in Architecture exhibitions for 2008, 2010, and 2012. She is the author of the 
book SASK: A Catalogue of Contemporary Architecture in Saskatchewan, 
2010. Jyhling is also a professionally qualified architect.



Jhyling:  You’ve recently moved into a former motorcycle body shop with 
commercial frontage and living quarters.  What are your objectives for the 
space? 

Yes, I have recently moved into this interesting little storefront building 
in the Junction which formerly housed a Harley Davidson motorcycle 
repair shop in the back. The building was equipped with fully functioning 
motorcycle platform lift and spray booth in the basement. This place has 
definitely had a history of making with its previous owner and I would like 
to see this evolve into a space for my own professional and personal outlet 
for the creation and making things and events. 

The storefront space, currently named ‘East of Keele’, will be both my living 
quarters and a small scale creative work and event space. I imagine varying 
public to private happenings and works being carried out in the space. It 
will hopefully be a site where I, and other collaborators can create, make, 
solve, host and share with each other and the community.  



Clayton and Jhyling:  How and where do you collaborate together?  

Clayton and I have recently begun to collaborate with each other on our first 
project, a donor’s sculpture for Emily’s House, a new and first children’s 
hospice in Toronto. Since I have been in the process of setting up my 
studio/workspace at East of Keele, we have been working on this project in 
Clayton’s wood shop, a block away in the Junction. 

We seem to have similar or complimentary sensibilities, interests and a 
working process that flows more intuitively. I like to sketch, while Clayton 
likes to get right into the making/testing. We build on each others ideas 
and skills. I think we both appreciate the act of making and exploring, to 
see what shows up on the way. Of the two of us, Clayton has the head and 
hand skills for more large scale and solid materials, like wood and metals, 
whereas I prefer more pliable and smaller scale materials like paper, fabric, 
and ceramics. 

claytonmcmaster.com                                                    figuregroundstudio.ca



Patrick Svilans

Patrick is a graduate of the Industrial Design program at the Ontario 
College of Art & Design. Seeking conceptual accountability in his personal 
artistic work, he applies this rational, somewhat scientific approach to 
outlining and exploring the intangible. 

His machines are influenced by a lifetime spent restoring unusual antique 
vehicles and attempt to give a physical form to a particular thought such 
as order from chaos, balancing polar opposites, or life perspective. The 
intention is to share the beauty, depth, and life that exist within mechanical 
objects, to show the familiar in an unfamiliar light, and to explore the 
relationship between interface and tactile consequence. 



Your workspace is beyond the bounds of metropolitan Toronto.  How 
does this affect your work?

My workshop is conveniently equidistant from both the downtown core 
and wide open green space. A short motorcycle ride can take me to a new 
gallery show or a quiet forest just as quickly. One needs the city to keep an 
eye on what’s new and exciting in art, design, and architecture while nature 
provides a contrasting calm and slower pace necessary for philosophical 
thought. My machines often show organic forms held within dissimilar 
rigid geometric structure. 





You have a space for thought and ideas in your bedroom and a place of 
production in your detached auto garage on the same property.  
How does your work navigate between the two spaces? 

They are more or less separated into a place for theory and a place for 
practice. I have a calm, clean environment for reading, sketching, working 
on electronics, and displaying support material, which is where much of my 
artistic thinking occurs. 

On the other hand the workshop where I restore antique vehicles is messy 
place where I can make dust, sparks, and employ heavy machinery. This 
inspires much of the form of the mechanical elements. I try to immediately 
engage a viewer with shiny metal, lights, buttons, and motors yet retain 
interest with intellectual concept and one might argue each of my spaces is 
tied to one of these ideals.

patfancy.tumblr.com



Patrick Yeung

Patrick Yeung is a Toronto based potter. He is a graduate of the Craft and 
Design program at Sheridan College Institute of Technology and Advanced 
Learning. After completing his studies at Sheridan in 2006, Patrick 
continued to hone his craft with a 2 year apprenticeship with Dundas, 
Ontario potter, Scott Barnim. 

He designs and creates unique, finely crafted tableware. Patrick’s work 
reflects his interests in his Cantonese heritage, the routines of cuisine and 
dining traditions, and contemporary design. He is able to meld all these 
influences to create work that is useful, pleasing, and memorable.







Your workspace is within a collective studio.  How does that affect the 
way you work? 

I share studio space with 5 other ceramists. Each of us has our own 
individual work area within a 1,200 square foot industrial unit. We 
share a common glaze and kiln area.  I enjoy creating in this communal 
environment. Five out of the six of us make vessel-based ceramics, while the 
other makes more sculptural work. We all have a good working relationship 
with one another. We are comfortable critiquing and giving each other feed 
back on their work. And most importantly helping and supporting each 
other through the rigors of trying to make a living with our craft. 
 

You are combining two of your passions:  restaurant and ceramics.  How 
have you been able to do this?  

I have been working in the food service industry for 17 years now. I started 
bussing tables when I was 15. Over the years I have had many positions and 
roles, cook, barista, barback, bartender, and server. 

Working in restaurants and being a potter has proven to be a good work life 
balance. Waiting tables is quite social while making pottery in the studio is 
quite solitary. Working in restaurants has proved me with a flexible work 
schedule that has allowed me to accommodate my needs to be in the studio 
and time off for art shows. 

I love working with clay, but I also have a tremendous passion for food. 
When I was deciding to go back to school it was between pursuing a career 
in the culinary arts or a life as a potter.  Through my work I explore how 
food is presented and served. I try to combine my experiences in the food 
service industry and my studies of dining history and traditions. 

patrickyeungceramics.com
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